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The ‘Bend & Release’ Riff                                Bend & Release Riff in ‘A’

Try to copy both ‘The Blues Riff’ and ‘The Bend &  Release Riff’ ‘verbatim’, meaning a note-for-note

replication of the tabs and audio/video examples.  Setting a priority to concentrate on copying these standard

Blues riffs note-for-note will develop the ability later to learn and to copy other riffs ‘by ear’ without having

to rely on written notation.  Most of the legendary Blues guitarists never had the advantage of using videos

or even Tab notation to learn Blues riffs.  Instead, they would constantly listen to and literally wear out

records learning and copying riffs by ear.  

For ‘The Bend & Release Riff in A’, bend the third string/ 

seventh fret, and while the note is still ringing, release the

bend back to the string’s original pitch.  The (    ) around 

the seventh fret indicate the note is still ringing or being

sustained from the previous bend without being plucked

again.  Like ‘The Blues Riff in A’, vibrato is applied to the 

last note played.  The finger numbers to  fret with are

shown below the Tab, along with the additional support

fingers used for bending and vibrato shown in (    ).  

Combining Riffs                          ‘The Blues Riff’          Bend & Release Riff

The Riffs Are Moveable

The same concept that applies to moveable box patterns will also apply to riffs.  Both ‘The Blues Riff’ and

‘The Bend &  Release Riff’ are m oveable,  and can be played along any fret position or key.  For an

additional challenge, try playing both riffs in combination together in different keys.  For example, the Key

of ‘F’ Blues along the first fret position requires the fretting fingers to stretch more.  The Key of ‘D’ Blues

along the tenth fret position requires more focus in order to get clarity because the frets are positioned closer

together, especially when applying bending and vibrato technique.

Play The Riffs ‘Verbatim’

All notes played from ‘The Blues Riff in A’ and

‘The Bend &  Release Riff in A’ are found within

the standard ‘A’ Pentatonic Minor box pattern (see

right).  To hear how both riffs harmonize together,

try playing a combined or extended riff (shown

below) by playing both riffs together in succession.

This will develop a sense of how a guitar solo can

be constructed or built by combining riffs.

  ‘The Blues Riff’ & ‘The Bend & Release Riff’ - Combined
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